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FISU SPORTS DEPARTMENT

I. INTRODUCTION
a. FISU Presentation
FISU stands for Fédération Internationale du Sport Universitaire, the International University Sport Federation which was founded in 1949 and is since then the international governing
body of all worldwide student sport events. Founded within universities to promote sporting
values it encourages top performances in international competitions in harmony with and
complementary to the values of higher education.
FISU organises competitions in more than 50 sports on a two-year cycle based on the following:
– Odd numbered year: Summer and Winter Universiade;
– Even numbered year: World University Championships.
In addition, FISU organises several events such as the the World University Leagues, the
Summer and Winter Universiade Conference and the Sports Education Summit.
FISU is a unique organisation for student-athletes. Athletes who participate in FISU events
share the same aspirations and life-style. Ambitious targets both in education and sport, they
are today’s stars and tomorrow’s leaders aiming for excellence in mind in body.

b. International Day of University Sport (IDUS)
The International Day of University Sport will be celebrated annually on
20 September. It is officially endorsed by the United Nations Education,
Science and Culture Organisation (UNESCO). Among others, the day
aims at confirming the importance of sport in universities and the role of
universities in the community as responsible actors for consolidating and
developing physical and sport education of quality at the service of the citizens. Each year, FISU,
thanks to its network of university associations, clubs and partners, will mobilise the academic
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world on 20 September. The events will propose leisure sport activities, competitions, discussion
workshops and cultural happenings, to citizens of all ages.
IDUS falls within the framework of a multidisciplinary educational project insisting on the
need for physical and sport education programmes, sports facilities and scientific studies in
universities, with the purpose of fostering social inclusion, minorities integration and anti-doping, combating non-communicable diseases and the ongoing development of scientific
research in the field of physical education and sport, taking into consideration the acquisition
and transfer of knowledge as well as, and above all, social and economic policy at the local,
national and international levels.
FISU Member Associations and the countries member of UNESCO are
invited to celebrate this day based on tailor-made events according to
their culture and specific needs with the focus that sport is not to be
taken out of universities and left to the initiative of the private sector
because sport must be fully integrated in higher education and research structures, taking its rightful place in multidisciplinary strategies. . Universities are encouraged to organise sport, educational and cultural events using
the logo specifically designed for this program. More information including the guidelines is
available on the FISU website: http://www.fisu.net/events/international-day-of-university-sport-and-fisu-festival.
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c. International University Sport Festival
The “International University Sport Festival” is a meeting between students and citizens
through sport. It's also a way to involve students in creating innovative events, with sports as
a central theme of course.
The purpose of the "International University Sport Festival" was therefore to show the values of FISU and university sport to the city of Lausanne and set the Lausanne population in
motion via an introduction to new sports. In the longer term, this event has to be exported all
around the world. Indeed, the university sport needs to grow around the world. If this happens, it will mean that this festival, "Lausanne in Motion" will have to be repeated in all the
major cities of the world where there are universities, academics, students and people have a
the taste for innovation. Beijing, Brasilia, Paris, etc.
On 20 September 2014, FISU organised the first edition of the International University Sport
Festival "Lausanne in Motion" in Lausanne, Switzerland. Introduced for the first time by our
federation as part of the creation of an ‘International University Sports Day’, the event can be
considered as a real success.
"Lausanne in Motion" was a free event and open to all. It was set out as a meeting between the
students and the citizens of Lausanne. It was an opportunity to invite the citizens to do some
physical exercise and bring university sport outside the university campus into the city.

IN 2016, THREE DIFFERENT FESTIVALS WERE ORGANISED AROUND THE WORLD:

h LAUSANNE IN MOTION (SUI)
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OSLO IN MOTION (NOR)

MONASH IN MOTION (AUS)
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DAY
SPORTS ACTIVITIES
PARTICIPANTS
VOLUNTEERS

LAUSANNE IN MOTION
1
19
+ 1500
+ 60

MONASH IN MOTION
8
+ 15
+ 2400
+ 100

OSLO IN MOTION
1
28
4600
+ 100

Following the International University Sport Festival motto “The campus goes to the city, the
city meets with the campus” and aiming to reinforce the University Sport Movement, FISU’s
main goal is to focus its efforts on promotion of health and well-being through sports and
physical activities at all levels and open its events for all (“World in Motion”). The idea is to
set out a gathering between the students and the citizens of the cities worldwide as an opportunity to engage them in all forms of physical exercise, to try new sports/disciplines and bring
university sport from the university campus to the city.
FISU has initiated the project with the successful organisation of the First International University Sport Festival held in the Olympic capital Lausanne (“Lausanne in Motion”) with the
clear goal to spread the University Sport Festival spirit to other major cities of the World.

FISU SPORTS DEPARTMENT

Who can organise a Festival?
FISU allows one patronage event per National University Sport Federation.
If there are many cities interested, the NUSF needs to choose one city to organise a Festival
under the aegis of FISU.
The others cities could organise their Festival under the NUSF umbrella. A FISU signature
may appear but the FISU logo cannot be used everywhere.
The organisation of this event is open to all National University Sport Federations, but it is
necessary to have the support of the following:
– Local Universities;
– Governments and municipalities.
The NUSF must obtain support from all respected local authorities in the organising city before asking the Patronage Memorandum of Understanding to FISU.
It is essential that the Organising Committee is in contact with the highest local and regional
Authorities (Municipality Institution in charge of Sports and of Youth, the National Sports
Federation, local Universities and also the local representatives of the Ministry of the Interior
as well as of Health).
The Organising Committee must make the necessary commitments with the appropriate authorities to guarantee the security of all the participants in all activities associated with the
organisation of the Festival.
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Why get involved?
The International University Sport Festival is an umbrella under which each host city can
highlight its own University Sport Movement involvement and the role it plays inside the
community.
Ways to get involved
There are 4 key ways
• Create event dedicated to Sport for All;
• Create a platform between students and citizens outside the campus;
• Showcase sport in all its dimensions (sport for health, technology and education);
• Promote a sporting practice in harmony with the university spirit and values.

The Right Spot for the Festival
FISU’s ultimate goal with this Festival project is to promote and stimulate the University Sport
Movement on a global scale. In addition, following the Festival motto “The campus goes to the
city, the city meets with the campus”, the Festival shall be held in the city’s iconic landmark.
The following can be envisioned as ideal locations:
• City centres and/or main squares;
• Pedestrian areas and/or major city parks;
• Tourist locations and/or iconic landmarks.
Finally, the OC should consider public places with an easy access to a broad public audience.
It is thus crucial that potential OCs carefully analyse the existing location and period of the
year with the best weather predictions in order to safeguard the highest level of opportunities
for the meeting of the two targeted groups: students and a broad public. Also, the organisation
of the event on a Saturday would be advisable.

FISU SPORTS DEPARTMENT

II. EVENT PREPARATION AND DELIVERY
a. The Organising Committee
As mentioned previously, the organisation of a Festival would be attributed to the National
University Sports Federation (NUSF) of the Organising country, the NUSF may grant the organisation of this event to an Organising Committee that will collaborate with them.
The President of the NUSF or his representative is required to become a member of the Festival’s Organising Committee (OC).
For the success of the Festival, it is of prime importance that the NUSF is involved as much
as possible. Although technical or logistical matters could be managed by the local bodies,
international matters that concern the relations with the FISU must remain under the direct
authority of the NUSF and/or locally appointed international liaison officer.
Proposal for the OC structure
ORGANISING COMMITTEE
President of the OC

Sport representative
City representative
NUSF representative

Members of the OC

University representative
Sport Director of the University
Festival Project Manager

Relations with Government and Local Authorities
The Organising Committee must obtain the support from the Government and local authorities in the organising country.
The Organising Committee must make the necessary commitments with the appropriate authorities to guarantee the security of all the participants in all activities associated with the
hosting of the Festival.

b. Relations with FISU
1. LIMITED RESPONSIBILITY AND INSURANCE
With regards to responsibility and insurance, FISU shall not be responsible for any claim for
loss, injury or damage arising from the hosting of the Festival.
2. CO-OPERATION WITH THE FISU DEPARTMENTS
The Organising Committee must appoint a liaison officer who has an overall knowledge of the
preparations of the Festival and fluency in either English in order to establish a good co-operation between FISU and the Organising Committee.
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3. FISU: THE FOUNDING PARTNER
FISU, as the creator of the International University Sports Festival, must be recognized as the
Official Founding Partner.
4. FISU MARKS
FISU Marks means any trademark, trade name, service mark, emblem, slogan, designation
of (or other indication of a relationship with) FISU including, without limitation, its “5-star”
“International University Sports” logotype and the ”5-stars and U” logo.
FISU Marks are copyrighted, meaning that they cannot in any way be modified and its use for
advertising or commercial purposes must be authorized by FISU.
The use of the FISU Marks must respect the “Guideline Branding Configuration Plan –
International University Sport Festival” and the “Patronage MoU”.
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c. Sport Activities
The sport activities need to be adapted for each level, each genre, and each age. The activities
could be presented as an exhibition, initiation, training or contests …
The OC needs to select some sport activities trained in the national universities and engages
their licensed instructors via the universities of the country for the Festival.
FISU advices the Organising Committee to establish a list of the most attractive new sports in
the country and to promote them with the Festival.
The activities could be organised in a different way:
• The permanent activities (e.g.: slackline, basket contest, circus…);
• The «One shot» activities (e.g.: exhibition of cheerleading, Muaythai fight at elite level,
dance show…);
• The repetitive activities (scheduled sessions of 1 hour or 30 minutes of a sport activity
with participation/training of the public).
• The format of the activities can be tournaments, contests, initiations, exhibitions…

“Lausanne in Motion” example:
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The main of the activities were on stages (1 meter high). The instructors and some of
their students showed their choreographies or/and movements on it and the public
was gathered around the stages.
These stages simplify the work of the sport instructors, they could catch the public
attention, they are visible and it also attracts people though the city. We chose to organise sessions of thirty (30) minutes.
For the activities on the floor, FISU delimited a specific area with mats (Podium 2).
The permanent activities did not require a stage. The Slackline and Circus took place
on the grass area, and the basketball contest was delimited by fences.
Some exhibition took place in front of the VIP tent, on the main stage or in the middle
of the Place of Navigation.

d. Cultural Activities and Contests
Cultural activities are seen as a platform for a better promotion of the local culture, community and university sports movement in displaying the true spirit of the Festival.
1. TALENT SHOW
FISU’s proposal is to engage with the local Students Association and gather talented students
from all walks of life (singers and artists) and give them a chance to step on a big stage. The
talent show needs to keep the balance between cultural and sport activities.
2. MUSIC CONCERTS
Music is considered as a vital element of the Festival. Depending on the national customs and
tradition, music concerts could be staged at the end of the sports activities.
In order to secure the University Spirit, the OC is advised to choose university bands or DJs.
If time permits, official online voting (Facebook, Twitter...) could be organised prior to the
event with two goals:
– To engage further with the future participants and promote the Festival;
– To prepare the music programme those future participants would like to see on the Festival’s programme.
3. CONTESTS
a. “Selfie” Contest
For the better promotion of the Festival on Social Media (Facebook, Instagram etc.) and presentation of the main Festival partners, FISU suggests a “Selfie” Contest on site. The idea is
to find the location on site that would be a “passing by” place with the display of the official
Festival backdrop. At the end of the day, the selfie with the most likes will be a “Star of the
Festival” and would be awarded with a prize (prize depending on previous agreement with
the sponsors). A Selfie Contest on social media will increase the awareness of the Festival.
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b. Lottery
A Lottery is proposed as an added activity that could bring the competition spirit during the
Festival. Depending on a Festival site size, it will be good practice to put in charge two volunteers to take care of the lottery ball and move it through the crowd. The OC should prepare
lottery papers/tablets computer asking participants to complete while also advertising the
prizes. Information collected from the lottery could be used in the statistical report of the
Festival.

e. Technological and Science Activities
To understand and show the development and evolution of the sport, it is important to organise some activities around the technology and science of the sport. The students are the first
to develop new ideas and projects inside the universities. It also is a way for them to promote
their projects.
The Festival is a good moment to show to the citizens the new materials, the start-up, the new
concepts used for the athletes in the Elite Sport Centres.

For “Lausanne in Motion”, FISU did a
partnership with the EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) and
the “Centre Sport et Santé (CSS)” of
Lausanne.
The EPFL tests the new start-up and materials in the “Centre Sport et Santé” that
is in charge of the physical preparation
of International Athletes from the entire
world. This centre is also open to the students and to people who require rehabilitation. They can benefit of the laboratory research, the physiotherapy practice,
physical preparation, thematic training
and use the new fitness machines.
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f. Kids Animations
Following the vision of the Festival and its open nature and “participation for all”, the programme should include children’s activities. Depending on sponsors’ activation, the commercial display booths can offer specific activities and hand out giveaways for kids:
– A bouncy playground or trampoline is always a winner;
– A miniature basketball world is also a great way for the
little ones;
– A pool with balls;
– A booth equipped with the technological equipment
showing muscular (body) mass, physical agility tests,
fine motoric and coordination try-outs, etc.;
– A cheerleading academy (or any other dance corner)
where girls and boys can learn some moves;
– A slackline where kids (and adults) can discover what
is the balance and core control.
The OC is encouraged to develop other fun and exciting
ideas to amuse the youngest ones.

g. Local Master of Ceremony
For the success of the Festival it is of paramount importance to have one or two professional
Masters of Ceremony (MC(s)) depend on the size of the event.
The MC(s) will be in charge of promoting interaction with the crowd, creating a bond with
participants, building a story around the day, engaging and getting everyone involved in all
the events on site.
FISU encourages the possibility of having two (2) MCs. A professional may be in charge of leading the event and a second one (student) in charge of the interviews and do animation on site.

h. Partners
Festival partners could be divided in three main groups:
1. INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS
The OC should envisage all the highest local authorities that could help with the organisation
of the Festival such as: City authorities (in charge of Education and Sport), Sport Institutions,
main local Universities, NUSF and other associations.
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2. PRIVATE PARTNERS
The OC should take into consideration the involvement of any private sponsors interested in
local promotion:
– Soft drink suppliers;
– Sport Equipment suppliers;
– Fitness centers;
– Local banks;
– Automobile industry;
– Food suppliers;
– Printer;
– Insurance company.
3. MEDIA PARTNERS
The use of media is an effective way to ensure awareness of the event and a stepwise build-up
of involvement.
Media partners include:
• Written & Internet Press;
• TV;
• Radio.
The involvement of every media platform is paramount. In that regard, TV and radio stations
can be offered a live performance of sport instructors and their team or an interview with the
local ambassador or OC staff.
The various media can be provided with a press kit to facilitate spreading the information
about the Festival.
Some festivals are much more suitable for sponsorship than others. This comes back to the
point of what real benefits you can offer the potential sponsors following your vision and
mission statement. The following are some benefits that your festival may be able to offer a
sponsor:
a. Wide circulation of the festival brochure in target market areas requested by the potential
sponsor;
b. Good locations for banners and posters;
c. A close match between the festival visitor profile and the target clients of the sponsor;
d. Your festival can provide excellent corporate entertainment opportunities;
e. TV and/or radio coverage of the opening of the festival;
f. Product promotional opportunities.
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i. Communication
The inauguration of the first FISU Festival shows that it is necessary to establish a general framework to ensure the promotion of the Festival. This means defining the actions that
should be taken by the different actors in order to ensure the optimal efficiency of the promotional tools that the OC has at its disposal.
This efficiency can only be achieved by a close co-operation between the Organising Committee (OC) and all the authorities and institutional partners, the private partners and media
partners of this event. To ensure wider promotion, the contribution of the local sport and
academic institutions is also desirable.
Raising awareness and interaction between the different partners during the promotional
campaign must be a priority as well as the visibility of the actions taken.
As regards the Organising Committee, the designation of a 'Media Liaison', a person who is
exclusively responsible for the relations between the Organising Committee and the local and
international press is desirable. This person will be responsible for informing the press and
FISU of all the actions taken by the Organising Committee to promote its Festival.
This media liaison is also responsible to FISU for the provision of items such as photos, press
releases, press clippings, video and audio materials, merchandising, etc. that could be used for
the FISU archive. The Organising Committee should include the address of the FISU website
(www.fisu.net) in all its promotional publications as a source of additional information.
In order to ensure the success of this event, FISU and the OC should send all the information
to the Member and Non-Member Associations of FISU.
Through its media partnerships, FISU will ensure promotion of the Festival on the FISU website and social networks. This promotion will depend on the video content produced by the
Organising Committee and the quality of the images.
1. FESTIVAL LOGO
The logo of the Festival needs to follow the “Guideline Branding Configuration Plan – International University Sport Festival” document.
“Host city + in Motion”

“Lausanne in Motion” logo example
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2. IDUS LOGO
The IDUS Logotype is the official International Day of University Sport emblem. It is used on
all official printed/mail/web communications items in relation with the International Day of
University Sport as the main visual identity.

3 ways to use
As shown just below, the IDUS Logotype exists in single red color (0/100/100/0) ; in white
and in black. All other color use is strictly forbidden
The use of the colored IDUS logotype must be privileged in the majority of the cases.

Minimum size and lisibility
As shown just beside, the IDUS Logotype requires a minimum size. Avoid to use under 20mm
in order to distinguish the words.

min. size : 20mm

The IDUS Logotype Use - Protective Areas
Æ 
Please

do respect a protective area round The IDUS Logotype. The protective area
is an invisible zone made by a square the distance between the frame of the logotype and
the beginning of the “SEPTEMBER” word It must be applied all around the logotype.
This area must remain free of any other graphics
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3. LOCAL AMBASSADORS
Festival Ambassadors are a select group of both current sportsmen and/or sportswomen who
have achieved sporting greatness or made significant contributions to the sporting community during their careers. FISU’s proposal is to select sportsmen and/or sportswomen participating at any past FISU events plus achieving academic excellence, that will in the best way
reflect the FISU motto “Today’s Stars, Tomorrow’s Leaders”. They should be recognised as
role models inside the university and sports community of their country.
The appointment of Ambassadors should be planned at least 3-5 months before the event in
order to secure their participation at the two press conferences scheduled and for any TV or
radio promotion.
4. COMMUNICATION PLAN
A Festival communication plan needs to be established to schedule all the needs, the time of
production, the time of delivery and the set-up. It has to include the general communication
strategy and the functional areas.
A communication plan is composed of materials and media support where the Festival brand
and the main sponsors’ brands appear in a commercial format. Only Sponsors and Institutions
entitled by the OC should appear on the communication programme following the sponsorship architecture.
Also, recognition is allowed to Cities and Municipalities on such materials and media platforms or any other institutions involved.
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The Communication plan needs to include:
a. Promotional material;
b. Press;
c. TV & Radio;
d. Web 2.0: Website and Social Networks;
e. Street Marketing.
a. Promotional Material
The promotional materials are composed of:
• Posters;
• Flyers;
• Programme;
• Pole Banners;
• Banners;
• Stickers;
• Brochures;
• Backdrops …
b. Press
The Press regroups the press releases, the press conferences, the interviews … at the
local, national and international level.
The OC should hold two Press conferences and invite all the eminent journalists. The first
press conference shall announce general information about the concept and objectives
of the Festival together with the speeches of the main authorities involved (City Councillors, University Rector, OC President and local sport authorities) while at the second press
conference the OC shall involve the Festival Ambassadors.
c. TV & Radio
The OC should contact local TV and radio stations in order to secure the interviews with
the main persons involved in the organisation of the Festival.
It is highly advised to sign a partnership with the above mentioned media partners in order to retain constant promotion for the Festival.
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Example of “Lausanne in Motion”
Local TV:
– Two different spots of thirty (30) seconds during two (2) weeks and twenty (20) times
per day prior to the Festival;
– Some interviews with the Festival Ambassadors and the OC president during the
week prior to the event;
– Broadcasting of the Festival directly at the main local programme (or highlights the
day after the Festival).
Local radio:
– A spot of thirty (30) seconds during two (2) weeks tree (3) times per day;
– Cultural programme and general presentation of the Festival;
– Interviews of main persons involved in the organisation;
– Promotion of the Festival Facebook page (Talent show, contests, call for participation).

d. Web 2.0: Website and Social Networks
Official website and webpage
The OC should establish the Festival website 8 months before the event with the presentation of the Festival, provisional programme, partnerships and sponsors information,
logos (Festival, IDUS, FISU) linked to the respective websites.
It can be also a webpage on the NUSF website.
Additionally, the OC should share basic information of the event at the local University
web pages, City page, Tourism offices page, and main sport institutions.
Social Networks
The OC needs to prepare a social network plan with a planning of all the posts on the different
networks one year before the event.
Depending on the region, all well-known social platforms should be considered as the place
to spread a word about the event and increase awareness about the Festival (Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter…).
The social networks could also run contests. The information posted on the social networks
will be reposted on the FISU pages.
e. Street Marketing
The OC should consider having a booth and/or demonstrational sport activity session as a
showcase of the Festival programme at any event prior to the Festival.
Also, for better involvement of the citizens, the OC should take into consideration promotion
at local markets or any fairs organised before the Festival.

The logistics aspects need to be planned in advance. A good cooperation with the city and
universities is the most important things. They could provide all equipment in case of a good
partnership.
Considering that the Festival should be organised outdoor at the city landmark, OC shall be
prepared for the different weather conditions.

General plan of the site (“Lausanne in Motion” example): FISU chose to rent a tent
(25X50 meters) to protect the participants of any possible bad weather but also in case
of too much sun.
Another tent (10X10 meters) hosted the VIPs and FISU used different small tents to host
the partners (partner’s booth).
ACCUEIL - INFORMATION
INSCRIPTION
ET REMISE DU BRACELET
DE PARTICIPATION

CIRQUE

V.I.P.

ATELIER
GRAFF

PODIUM 1

URBAN
ZONE

PLACE DE LA NAVIGATION
ATELIER
MAQUILLAGE

CENTRE
SPORT SANTÉ

CHÂTEAU
POLE
ZONE
D’OUCHY

CHÂTEAU D’OUCHY
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j. Logistics

DISTANCE
100 M

TIR À L’ARC
STAND-UP
PADDLE

PODIUM 2

LAC

k. Catering
It is important that the Organising Committee considers catering distribution in two levels:
1. General public catering;
2. VIP catering;
3. Volunteer and Staff catering.
The catering could be taken in charge by the partners/suppliers.

l. Volunteers
The OC should consider engaging as many as possible student volunteers through any locally
established Volunteering programme. Students at the Universities and third level courses in
event management or tourism are often required to gain work experience with festivals and
events as part of their course.
Volunteers are one of the key factors in the success of major sporting events. Volunteers must
be carefully chosen; must receive appropriate training; be given direction on what they are to
achieve, and how their efforts contribute to the Festival and the University Sport Movement
as a whole; be given appropriate rewards and be appropriately motivated.
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m. Merchandising
If the OC is in favour to bring the level of promotion of the Festival to a higher level, it should
consider producing merchandising products for distribution and/or selling.
Good practice shows that the following products are efficient in promotion and good for
video/photo footage:
1. Lanyards;
2. Bracelets;
3. Sunglasses;
4. Bags;
5. Temporary Tattoos (for kids);
6. Sport equipment branded with the Festival logo.

n. Finance
The Organising Committee needs to prepare a provisional budget and update it every day.
This budget needs to include the following domains:
Expenditure

Income

Administration

Subvention

Communication

Partnership

Transportation

Catering

Catering

Merchandising

Sport Equipment
Medical matters and first aid
Logistics
Merchandising & Gifts
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III. ORGANISING COMMITTEE’S DUTIES
The Organising Committee has to communicate with two different FISU departments.
Everything related to the communication has to be send to the FISU Media Department. For
the FISU approval on the logos, the OC needs to contact the Special Events Department.
OC’S DUTIES

FISU DEPARTMENT

DEADLINE /
FISU APPROVAL

EMAIL ADDRESS

Project proposal

Sports Department

FISU approval

p.hamonic@fisu.net

Patronage Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU)

Sports Department

FISU approval

p.hamonic@fisu.net

Festival logo

Sports Department

FISU approval

p.hamonic@fisu.net

IDUS logo

Sports Department

FISU approval

p.hamonic@fisu.net

FISU logo

Marketing Department

FISU approval

marketing@fisu.net

News

Media Department
and Sports Department

Before, during
and after the event

media@fisu.net
p.hamonic@fisu.net

A set of all publication
items

Media Department

2 months after the event

media@fisu.net

Final report

Sports Department

2 months after the event

p.hamonic@fisu.net

a. Organising Committee Cooperation with FISU Departments
The Sports Department will keep regular contact with the OC liaison person to organise the
event and the Media Department will promote the event at the international level.
This co-operation is composed of the following main points:
• Delivery of the FISU approval concerning the project;
• Creation of the Festival logo;
• Supervisation of the Programme of the event;
• Delivery of the FISU approval for the use of the FISU Marks;
• Reception of all the publications, photos, videos and other materials;
• Reception of the final report.
The OC’s duties are to provide FISU with the final report of the event, copies of all publications and photo and video materials for the FISU Archives.
Before printing anything with our logos (Festival, IDUS, FISU, FISU Partners…), OC needs to
receive the FISU approval for all designs.

FISU SPORTS DEPARTMENT

b. Project
The NUSF shall submit a project proposal to FISU to get the rights of organisation.
The Project proposal needs to include the following main points:
1. Value, Vision, Mission
2. Objectives and goals
3. OC Structure
4. Support letters of the city and the universities
5. Programme of the event (sport, cultural, technological and educational activities)
6. Communication Plan
7. Marketing Plan
8. Budget
After the approval of the project, FISU Sports Department will deliver a Patronage MoU to
give the Organisation Rights to the NUSF.

c. Use and Rights of the FISU Marks and the Festival Logo
The use of the FISU Marks must always be approved by the FISU for all publications, look of
the venues etc.
FISU Marks
In submitting the advertising and marketing aspects of the general organisation
for FISU’s approval in accordance with the Patronage MoU, the organiser shall:
•	set out its proposal for look and feel of the Festival venues including its proposals for
the exposure and branding for FISU (which in any event amount to no less than thirty
per cent (30%) of the total space in or on all applications) and the branding for FISU
Partners and at all venues (including sizing and locations);
•	set out its proposals for other exposure to be granted to FISU in connection with the
Festival including, without limitation, in or on official publications, digital platforms and
other promotional materials and around Festival venues;
• Include such other details as FISU may reasonably request.

Festival logo
The creation of the Festival logo of the host city requires the FISU Sports Department approval. Without this official approval, the logo cannot be used.
The Festival logo must appear on all official publications. Before printing anything with the
FISU logo, the OC must send all the material to FISU.
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d. Official Document and Publication for FISU
Throughout the organisation of the Festival, the Organising Committee shall provide FISU with
at least three (3) copies of each issued item, for its archives. Additional copies will be welcome
for the promotion of the Festival. At the end of the event, a shipment shall be sent to the FISU
office with a set of all the items issued during the Festival, especially the videos and the photos.
These items are crucial to enable the FISU office to issue press releases and publish the FISU
magazine, as well as maintain its website up-to-date.
The Organising Committee must provide to the FISU Departments with the following documents:
-

A final report within two (2) months after the Festival;
As many as possible photos that are already available;
The video of the disciplines if they are already available (1 set);
Press clippings that are already available (1 set);
The programme booklet (3 copies);
Various publications, posters, invitations
Promotional material (3 copies);
Licensed merchandising products (3 samples).

e. Official Film and Official Photos
1. Official Film
	The Organising Committee shall make the necessary arrangements for the realisation of
the official film of the Festival.

FISU SPORTS DEPARTMENT

	The Organising Committee may contact an official television broadcaster, a specialised
organisation or a team directly dependent on it for the realisation of this film.
	All the rights necessary for the exploitation of the film in whatever form belongs to FISU
and the Organising Committee gives a guarantee to this effect.
This film shall give shots of event and the highlights.
	At the latest two (2) months after the Festival a complete copy, together with the original
film in a professional format is to be given free of charge to the FISU Media Department
for its own use.
2. Official Photos
At least one hundred (100) high quality coloured photos in professional (high
resolution) format for publication of magazines and posters:
- Photographic paper or transparencies, pulled from photographic films;
- CD-ROM (ISO 9660) with high picture resolution 300DPI CMYK to cover an A4;
- JPEG highest quality format or TIFF or EPS.
	A clear archival system of the photos (date, event, names of authorities, etc.) should be
provided.

f. Final Report
The Organising Committee shall send its final report to the FISU Sports Department within two
(2) months after Festival.
This report shall cover the main organisational areas such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Legal status and structure of the OC;
Values, Vision & Mission;
Goals & Objectives;
Planning;
Sports Activities;
Cultural Activities;
Technological Activities;
Marketing;
Communication;
Volunteers Management;
Finances (include final budget)
Final statistics of participation
Others surveys.

The input and feedback of the OC is crucial in understanding how to improve future Festival
events and promote a successful and efficient cooperation with FISU on fostering the University Sport Movement worldwide.
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